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Eliminate Shadow IT with Morpheus

Let’s face it, IT and Dev have plenty on their plates. While there may 

be an expected disagreement here or there, both groups do their 

best to work together for a common goal: to help their company 

grow and increase revenue.  When departments in your 

organization go rogue it makes it harder for everyone to do their 

jobs. Morpheus makes sure you have all the control and visibility 

you need to keep up with the speed of business, and be an effective 

IT leader. 

Stop An Abusive Shadow IT Cycle
Stop reacting and start acting. Does this cycle sound familiar? 

1. Business is booming and Dev requires more resources

2. IT is working to comply (and to fulfill requests from just about 

every department in the company), but OEMs are slow to deliver 

legacy hardware. Business requires fast action so app dev goes to 

the cloud.  

3. IT struggles to maintain control and visibility to cloud 

resources, to control costs, to manage compliance, and a slew of 

other things. 

4. Business is still booming and hasn’t waited for you to catch 

up. More requests pile in.

5. Repeat.

See the vicious cycle? Morpheus makes it faster and easier to 

track all the moving parts and provide Dev with all the tools 

they need to focus on building.

Unparalleled Visibility & Control
Morpheus’ one-click provisioning and self-service portal deliv-

ers IT with unparalleled control and visibility, all while keeping 

Dev happy. IT enjoys complete visibility and control across all 
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Better Compliance
Just say when, where, and how. Morpheus enables you to set up 

and enforce specific policies across any on-premise servers or 

clouds (private, public, or hybrid). You maintain control by 

specifying the servers and locations of each database and 

application. Deliver choice with control to your users and 

become the IT hero.

Say goodbye to shadow IT forever.  Contact Morpheus 
to Grab Your Morpheus Today!

computing environments, while Dev enjoys choice and control 

with easy access to a catalog of approved apps, databases, and 

computing clouds. You can also set up and enforce 

policies and user rights with ease so compliance headaches 

become a thing of the past. Transform your Shadow IT from a 

liability to first-class deployments that can be pre-approved, 

backed up, scaled up, audited, and even migrated.

Manage Every Deployment, Instance, & App — In One place
Imagine having one source of truth. Morpheus lets you see every 

thing you need to manage —every app, database, server, 

environment, instance, etc.— in one place. No more gathering 

info from dozens of people and sources. Rogue environments are 

almost inevitable in today’s fast-moving workplace. Morpheus 

makes rogue environments and shadow IT less of a headache 

and lets you spend less time tracking down rogue IT and more 

time contributing to the bottom line. You can thank us later. 


